Introduction
Wireless technologies have been emerged to cover many activities and support many requirements of our life. WSN is one of the examples of wireless networks that are used in a wide range of useful applications and most of these applications manipulate sensitive data. In addition, in smart cities, WSNs play a significant role in capturing critical information from the surrounding environment. Protecting networks from intrusions and attacks is an important task. At the same time, it is not an easy job to do. Examples of WSNs applications include: Battlefield [1] such as (identification of enemy capabilities and positions, and recognizing soldier activities in the field [2] , In hospitals for health care [3] [4] , in roads for traffic monitoring [5] [6] , railway bridge monitoring [7] , disasters detection (such as fire [8] , volcano [9] , landslide, or earthquake [10] ), identification of lowlevel point radiation sources [11] , air pollution detection and monitoring [12] , atmospheric observation [12] [13] , wildlife animals observation [14] , and smart agriculture systems [15] .
6.
Homing Attack: in this attack, intruders investigate the network traffic to understand the geographical area of cluster heads or base station [25] . When intruders know the network structure, they will be able to determine the most critical nodes and then attack these nodes to destroy the entire network quickly.
7.
Node Replication Attack: this attack occurs when there exists a duplication of the node's unique identifier [26] . In this attack, the malicious node appears with an identifier that is assigned to another node; this case leads to inaccurate data aggregation. Also, the location estimation techniques that depend on the nodes' identifiers will not be accurate. Figure 1 www.aetic.theiaer.org below demonstrates the case in which two nodes are added to the network with the same address; which is not allowed. Figure 1 . Node Replication Attack [26] 8. Sybil Attack: this attack occurs when a malicious node has multiple identities within the network [27] [28] . It is similar to the node replication attack, but the malicious node appears with a different identifier. Figure 2 illustrates Sybil attack and how it may occur in networks, where the malicious node has more than one identifier A, B, and C. However, other normal nodes have only one identifier, such as nodes X, Y, Z, etc. The purpose of this attack is to disrupt the data aggregation process. 
9.
Sinkhole Attack: a malicious node in this attack adverts itself as the closest node to base station to capture the entire network traffic, then it drops data packets instead of forwarding it to the base station [29] [30] [31] . Figure 3 demonstrates Sinkhole attack and how it occurs in networks. The centralized node (colored in orange) receives most of the network packets from its neighbors then destroy it, instead of sending it to the base station. In this attack, the rate of delivered packets to the base station is decreased significantly. The intruder in this attack is a very active node (has high remaining power, and low power consumption rate), and highly social by having a excellent communication range and neighbors number. 
10.
Sniffing Attack: the sniffer node imposes into the network to capture the network's valuable data [20] . The malicious node, in this case, does not affect the network performance nor its lifetime instead, it eavesdrops the sent packet looking for any valuable information. The effect of this attack can be horrible in sensitive data applications such as military field services. Usually, the malicious sniffing node has unlimited power and high communication range, as illustrated in figure 4 below, where the intruder www.aetic.theiaer.org eavesdrops any communication channel between two nodes, or between a sensor node and the base station. 
11.
Neglect and Greed Attack: this attack occurs when the malicious node forces multihopping in the network, by routing the packets towards a wrong node [20] . The malicious node selects the longest path to send the data to a destination node. For example, in figure  5 , node (X) needs to send data to node (D). Instead of sending the data to the node (D) directly, it sends the data through a long route with multiple nodes within this path. This behavior will decrease the remaining power of the nodes found in that route, hence breakdown the network quickly. 
12.
Grey-hole Attack: the attacker in this attack drops certain types of packets [32] [33] . This attack is a particular case of sinkhole attack, where grey-hole does not drop all packets. Instead, it drops a specific packet. For example in figure 6 below node 3 and 5 drops the packets going to node 6, while they send data to other network nodes. The purpose of such behavior is to stay undetectable as much as possible. So, this attack is harder to detect than the sinkhole attack. 13. Hello Flood Attack: this attack is a special case of Energy Drain attack, where the malicious nodes overflow its adjacent nodes with HELLO messages [34] . The following figure 7 illustrates the hello flood attack. The intruder in this attack has an unlimited power supply and low power consumption. 
14.
Node outage: the malicious node in this attack could be a cluster head, halts working nodes within its cluster, and does not wake them up again [20] [23] [24] . The characteristics of the malicious node, in this case, being a cluster head for a long time. So the cluster head role should be changed periodically between the cluster members to avoid such attack.
Malicious nodes in such an attack usually have endless energy.
15.
Garnished Attack: in this attack, the malicious node is smart enough to behave both good and bad with the aim of remaining undetected [1] . The behavior of the malicious node varies according to time, or feature. For example, a malicious node (A) drops the received packets every specific period, while after and before that time, it sends and receives packets normally. Another form of this attack may occur when a malicious node (B) is a multi-model node and sense more than one feature such as temperature, humidity, pressure, and brightness; then it forwards all data packets for all features except the pressure or forward it in a corrupted way. The purpose of doing so is to stay undetectable as much as possible.
16.
Replay Attack: the intruder in this attack records some data packets and resends it later instead of sensing, collecting, and sending real information. The objective of this behavior is to mislead the base station and corrupt its query answers [1] . As illustrated in figure 8 , the intruder eavesdrops the network and records a real data packets and then forward it later as if it is real data. The intruder, in this case, is harder to be detected because it sends a valid and not corrupted but obsolete data. 17. DoS Attack: it is called Denial of Service attack, where the attacker tries to prevent a network node or base station from delivering its function correctly or disable it for an amount of time [35] [36] . The denial of service attack can be on different layers, for example, it may occur at the medium access layer (MAC), the network layer, or at the application layer. The purpose of the malicious nodes it to consume and deplete the nodes' resources (remaining power, CPU usage, and bandwidth). In this attack the malicious node can behave in two forms; first, it may send a massive number of packets to the sender which fill its buffer and disable it to receive any more packet. In the second www.aetic.theiaer.org form, the malicious node sends large size packets which require a lot of processing time and resources.
18.
Stealthy Attack: in this attack, the malicious node injects an incorrect or non-exist data into the network [37] . The intruder in this attack intends to cause a false alarm in the network, or delay the detection of an alarm.
19.
Wormholes: in this attack, two malicious nodes construct a low-latency junction between two sections of a network [38] [38][39] [40] . The malicious nodes create a tunnel between them to cheat other nodes that this is the best and shortest path. Figure 9 demonstrates the wormhole attack, where the malicious nodes are S2 and S9, and they created a tunnel between them instead of using the path which contains the following nodes S9, S8, S6, S5, and finally S2. The purpose of having such a tunnel is to deceive the innocent nodes that the data packet is received successfully to the other side, while the malicious node drops it. When the original sender requests an acknowledgment, the malicious nodes create such fake acknowledgment packet to delude the sender nodes. 
20.
Jamming: the intruder in this attack attempts to interrupt the physical layer of the WSN structure [36] . It is deferent than the DoS attack, where DoS attack target specific node(s), but jamming target the entire network. The malicious node sends a huge number of packets trying to make a collision in the network. The collision cases are much expensive, where it drops all transmitted packets and asks every node to resend its data again, the network nodes should communicate with other nodes to resolve that collision before they resend data again, which is a communication overhead. Repeating the collision cases depletes the nodes' power for resolving such collision. Jamming attack aims to make a denial of service but on the physical and medium access layer.
21.
Acknowledgment Spoofing: the malicious node sniffs the packet transfer from its adjacent nodes and cheats the acknowledgments [41] . For example, in figure 10 node (E) sends data to the node (C); while the sender node (E) is waiting for the received acknowledgment from node (C), the malicious node (AD) sends the acknowledgment instead of the node (C). The data may be dropped in its path to the destination, so node (C) does not send the acknowledgment, but the malicious node (AD) sent it to the node (E) to deceive the sender that data is received successfully. 
22.
Intelligent Attack: The attacker, in this case, is smart enough to behave according to the threshold which defines the malicious nodes [18] . If the attacker found its trust value near www.aetic.theiaer.org to the malicious threshold, it behaves normally until its trust value raised again then reattack the network again. This type of attack is harder to detect, and it may require a long time to detect. 
WSN Attacks Detection Features
In this section, we will summarize the detection features of the previously mentioned attacks. The attack detecting features help for identifying and recognizing that attack. These features are summarized in Table 2 . As can be noticed, some attacks might have common features. These features are defined as follows:
1. Node's current/historical trust value: it is the data trust value for a node; this trust value represents the nodes' neighbor trust in the node's data, the service provided by that node, or the communication link between them. This feature can be used to detect the following attacks: bad mouthing, good mouthing, and whitewashing. 2. Path trust value: this feature represents how much the sender trusts in a path to be used for sending data to the destination node. We use this feature to detect the following attacks: bad mouthing, good mouthing, and neglect and greed. 3. Remaining power: it is the percentage of the power remain in the sensor node. The depletion of this feature could be an indicator for exhaustion and energy drain attacks. 4. Uptime (lifetime): it is the actual amount of time in which the node stays on; where the node's sleeping time is not considered in that time. So the uptime can be calculated using the following formula:
5. Power consumption rate: this indicator guides us for determining active nodes which have unlimited power supply. This feature can be calculated by equation (2).
The power consumption rate in cooperation with the remaining power, and the up time indicators are common detection features for attacks like energy drain, exhaustion, homing, sinkhole, hello flood, node outage, replay, DoS, wormhole, jamming, acknowledgment spoofing, and intelligent. 6. Sent and Received packets rate: these two features are used to determine the high traffic nodes.
Such nodes send and receive packets with a high rate, while other network nodes have a low or medium traffic rate. Usually, these indicators are high for malicious nodes having the following attacks: jamming, hello flood, sniffing, neglect and greed, exhaustion, and energy drain. Sent and received packets rate indicators can be calculated using equations
These indicators take into consideration the different packets types such as data, initialization, control, and localization packets. 7. Base stations' received packets: it measures the number of data packets delivered to the base station, and this number decreases in case of having one of the following attacks: Sinkhole, Grey-hole, Wormholes, Acknowledgment spoofing, Intelligent, Energy drain, and Exhaustion. This feature is vital because its reduction means there is a serious problem in the network either the nodes do not send its data, the sensor nodes' power depleted, or nodes were totally isolated. 8. The Number of sent initialization packets: this feature traces the number of initialization packets sent by a specific node. High value for this feature points out that this node may have Homing or Hello flood attacks. 9. The Number of sent location packets: this is a special case of the sent and received packets rate, where it measures the number of the location definition packets. This feature helps in detecting Homing attack, where malicious nodes try to discover sensor nodes' location. 10. Nodes in two different locations claim the same ID: this metric points to the existence of either node replication or Sybil attacks. In other words, two nodes have the same identifier, or one node has two identifiers. This feature can be detected in a clustered network by querying the nodes' identifier; then every cluster head responds by the identifiers of its nodes. Hence, the duplication in the concatenated identifiers list means that two different nodes have the same www.aetic.theiaer.org identifier. Another method can be accomplished by querying a pair of node's identifier and location; hence, we could determine if one place has two identifiers or not, or two different nodes into different locations have the same identifier or not. 11. The Number of newly added nodes to the network: usually this measure has high value at the beginning of the deployment, or in case most of the network nodes were dead and replaced by new nodes. The importance of this measure appears in cases where the initialization and location packets are high in the network while there are no new nodes added; hence it points out that there is a malicious node within the network. 12. Nodes' lost packets: this feature measures the nodes' data loss rate. When this measure has high value, it means that there are either collision or a malicious node drops that packets. This feature can be used in detecting sinkhole, worm holes, and acknowledgment spoofing attacks. This feature can be calculated using the following formula:
13. Node's sent/lost packets ratio: it is the percentage of lost data packets out of the sent packets, and it can be calculated using formula 6.
This feature can be used in detecting neglect and greed, grey-hole, and intelligent attacks. 14. Node's performance: this feature measures the node's CPU usage, and it reflects the nodes' processing capability, where the malicious nodes may assign recursive tasks to other nodes to consume its processing unit. After a while, the sensor node will lose its remaining power in useless processing activity. 15. Node's memory access rate: this is another point of view for measuring the sensor nodes' performance, where very high memory access rate and very high CPU usage may indicate the existence of energy drain or exhaustion attacks. 16. Communication Range: we use this feature to detect the highly social node in the network.
High communication range gives nodes the ability to have a wide range of neighbors; but we have to pay attention to nodes which have a very high communication range, very high remaining power, and very low power consumption rate, because these nodes are highly candidate to be malicious nodes. 17. The Number of connections: this is another feature that gives us the ability to detect the highly social sensor node. This feature is used to detect any of the following attacks: Sinkhole, Neglect and Greed, Grey-hole, Wormholes, Acknowledgment Spoofing, and Intelligent attacks. 18. Link costs to the base station: link cost between a node and base station can be calculated depending on the number of hops in that path, the remaining power of the nodes located in that path, or the reputation (trust) value of nodes located in that path. Usually, the malicious nodes (nodes having Sinkhole, Wormholes, or Greyhole attacks) announce that they are located in the lowest cost path to the base station; then they can drop or alter the data packets. Malicious nodes declare their existence in the lowest cost path to increase their neighbors and sociality. 19. Distance to the base station: it means the distance to the base station represents the number of hops found in that path, and it is similar to the link cost to the base station where it is used to detect the sinkhole, wormholes, or gray hole attacks. 20. Route Freshness: the freshness of the route measures the percentage of newly added nodes in a path to the base station. The sensor nodes should not fully depend on the fresh route, where it may have malicious or untrusted nodes. This measure is used to detect grey-hole or whitewashing attacks. 21. Collision ratio: the malicious nodes procedures collision trying to consume nodes' remaining power and resources. This measure can be calculated by the number of retransmission in a period. So this feature is necessary to detect the jamming attack. 22. Nodes' sleeping time: nodes go into sleep mode to reduce the power consumption, but the malicious node may put another node in sleeping mode and does not wake up it again. So, this measure keeps tracking the summation of all sleeping time for a node, and raise the danger flag www.aetic.theiaer.org if the sleeping time was too long. This feature is used in detecting the node outage, and DoS attack. 23. Cluster head lifetime: cluster head role should be rounded between the cluster members, but malicious nodes with high power may stay a long time being a cluster head. So this measure is used to keep track such nodes which have been selected as cluster heads for a long time, these nodes might be malicious nodes and breakdown the entire cluster nodes or drop its data packets. For readers to benefit from this summary of attacks detecting features, Table 2 summarizes detection features and possible detected attacks by each feature. 
Attacks Avoidance Techniques
Instead of reacting after the attack occurrence and mitigating the attack effects, avoidance techniques give networks the ability to prevent the occurrence of such attacks. Avoidance techniques www.aetic.theiaer.org aim to save network resources before malicious nodes waste it. Therefore, many researchers proposed new techniques and protocols to avoid network attacks. For instance, Carrier Sensing Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol provides a link layer technique to prevent the occurrence of collisions in the network and hence reduces the collision ratio. Upon decreasing the collision ratio, occurrence of the following attacks: Jamming, Exhaustion, and Denial of Service (DoS) will be avoided.
Deng et al. [44] proposed a dynamic threshold and adaptive detection technique based on CSMA/CA protocol. Another work made by Felix in [46] , where he proposed a methodology to prevent the Distributed Denial-of-Service attack that is based on three steps which are infiltrating the remote control network, analyzing network data in detail, and finally shutting down the remote control network. In this way, the communication link between malicious nodes and the attacker will be disconnected.
kumar et al. [45] proposed a technique named "Delphi method" that tracks misbehaving nodes and forces these nodes to change current routing paths and selects an alternative path. This technique depends on the route discovery procedure and does not require clock synchronization, position information, nor special hardware. However, it cannot determine the exact attacker location.
Freiling et al. [46] proposed a technique that adds maximum allowed transmission distance property to packets; this ensures that the destination address is located within the allowed distance from the source node.
Another proposed technique by Kaushal et al. [47] that uses accurately synchronized clocks between the network nodes. This will lead to prior knowledge or estimation of packets arrival time at the destination node. If the receiver checked the packet timing and found a reasonable change and deviation from the estimated time, it raises the flag about a possibility that sender might be an attacker.
Another technique proposed in [34] is used to avoid the wormhole attack, it is based on the distance between network nodes. Authors used the round-trip signal time and signal speed to estimate the distance between nodes. Therefore, every node in the network will be aware of the suitable and the trusted shortest path.
Singh [36] proposed a cluster-based avoidance mechanism to avoid wormhole attack where they partitioned the network into 3-level hierarchical clusters, as illustrated in figure 15 . Every node has a unique address; this address is based on the hierarchical structure of the network. The proposed address schema gives network nodes the ability to determine a valid and shortest path to a specific node. So, if nodes received a packet of an invalid address in the route from source to destination, it raises a flag about that path. This approach does not require any special hardware nor accurately synchronized clocks between network nodes. It also does not depend on nodes' statistical data.
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Open Research Issues
Although there are many of the mitigation for WSN attack, there are many of the open security problems. In this section, we briefly list some of these problems for future work.
1) Sensor nodes are still limited in terms of energy, memory, and processing capabilities. Therefore, for cryptographic techniques, especially private key operation where its generation is expensive, there is a need for elegant techniques for WSNs. 2) Sensors mobility is another challenge for WSNs security. In WSNs, either sensors, sink nodes, or both of them could be mobile. In fact, the current routing protocols are based on a stationary WSNs. Although, there are few trials for securing mobile WSNs as in [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] , they are either designed for specific attacks or for general ad hoc networks with different network characteristics. 3) Nodes in WSNs are deployed in large numbers that could be hundreds or hundreds of thousands. This leads to scalability problem where there is a need for efficient security protocol that can deal with large scale nodes. 4) Most of the current security algorithms like µTESLA [53] and its successors [1] [2] does not take synchronization into consideration while most of the protocols are based on synchronization among the node or between the nodes and the sink node. 5) WSNs are currently used with data stream including audio and video while the current security algorithms may focus on discrete events. Therefore, new security algorithms have to consider data stream in WSNs. 6) Security always comes with Quality of Service (QoS) issues. However, WSNs are used in much critical applications that require high-quality services. Thus, another issue to be considered in WSNs security is the QoS.
Conclusion
Due to the importance of sensor networks and its usage in many of the critical applications, it is very important to investigate their security. In fact, avoiding and/or mitigating sensor networks attacks on sensor networks is challenging due to the limited capabilities of the networks and their nodes. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to review the current and up-to-date attacks on the sensor networks. In addition, it explores different mitigation methods that recently appeared in the literature. Moreover, one of the important contributions of this paper is the summarization of each attack characteristics and parameters. In the future, we plan to investigate the trust models used in sensor networks considering the different attacks presented in this paper.
